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QUESTION 1:
Automatically mounted checkpoints in NAS 5.2+ can be created using which two Celerra
interfaces? (Choose two)
A. CLI
B. Manager
C. Native Manger
D. Monitor
Answer: A,B
QUESTION 2:
NAS 5.2 offers which new SnapSure feature?
A. Checkpoint to track with a single command
B. Multiple checkpoints of a single filesystem
C. Out of order deletion of Checkpoints
D. User a bitmap to track the location of track the location of changed data
Answer: C
QUESTION 3:
How do Celerra quotas being turned off influence the existing user and group quota
information?
A. is maintained
B. will still be active
C. becomes unavailable
D. it will be lost
Answer: A
QUESTION 4:
Of the following, which are two advantages offered by Virtual Data Movers? (Choose two)
A. Multiple NFS servers in a single datamover
B. Ease of management of CIFS servers
C. Replication by combining VDM and Celerra Replicator
D. Load balancing among NFS server
Answer: B,C
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QUESTION 5:
The default type of a Celerra file system, is_____.
A. uxfs
B. mgfs
C. ufs
D. rawfs
Answer: A
QUESTION 6:
Windows users' home directories are configured on a Celerra CIFS server by using which
procedure?
A. Configure the homedir file with the path for each domain. Export the appropriate path
as the share name HOME. Enable the home directory option on the Data Mover. Edit the
profile of each user's account using the %user% variable.
B. Enable the home directory option on the Data Mover. Export the appropriate path as
the share name HOME. Edit the profile of each user account. Configure the homedir file
with the path for each domain user
C. Configure the homedir file with the path for each domain user. Enable the home
directory option on the Data Mover. Create a directory in the correct location for each
user. Edit the profile of each existing user's account.
D. Configure the homedir file with the path for each domain. Enable the home directory
option on the Data Mover. Create a directory in the correct location for each user. Edit
the profile of each user's account using the %user% variable.
Answer: C
QUESTION 7:
For Kerberos authentication success, what is the default value of time skew?
A. 1 hour
B. 30 sec
C. 1 minutes
D. 5 minutes
Answer: D
QUESTION 8:
Which of the following is a feature of the NS700G, but not of NS600G?
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A. Eight 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports per Data Mover
B. Two 3Ghz Pentium 4 Processors per data mover
C. Supports RAID 0,1,3,and 5
D. No direct attachment to CLARiiOn storage
Answer: B
QUESTION 9:
Of the following, which are accessible protocols when configuring DNS on a Data
Mover?
A. TCP and UDP
B. TCP and IP
C. UDP and IP
D. UDP and ICMP
Answer: A
QUESTION 10:
Match the three letter acronyms to their corresponding descriptions by placing them in
their appropriate positions.

Answer:
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